
Token Metrics
OverviewDimitra Incorporated is an industry leading agricultural technology 

company with a mission to deliver AgTech to farmers globally. 

We launched a digital token to accelerate achieving our mission, enrich 
the lives of small and medium-size farmers everywhere, and to grow 

economies around the world, 

Dimitra’s solution helps farmers to increase their yields, reduce operating 
costs, and mitigate risks. The platform fundamentally evolves current 

farming practices and makes them more sustainable, efficient, and 
profitable.
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Why Dimitra?
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Our mission at Dimitra is to make advanced agricultural 
technologies available to small and medium-size farmers. 

Dimitra’s blockchain-based, “Connected Farmer” platform is 
available to farmers across the world. 

The platform integrates a series of advanced technologies that 
provide farmers with actionable data that fundamentally improves 
their operations across several financial and sustainability metrics.

Dimitra is working to enrich farming economies, through increased 
crop yields, healthier livestock, and improved incomes for farmers.



DMTR Token

DMTR is an exchange-based utility token created on the Ethereum 
blockchain as an ERC-20 token. Transactions are always verifiable and 
transparent via Etherscan and the Ethereum blockchain.

Dimitra’s Connected Farmer platform is built on blockchain technology and 
incorporates mobile technology, machine learning, IoT devices, satellite and 
drone imagery, genomics, and advanced farming research. 

Think of the Dimitra platform as a global operating system for AgTech, 
where the DMTR token provides a key catalyst that drives the 
ever-expanding Connected Farmer ecosystem.
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DMTR Token Utility

Increase Yield . Reduce Cost . Mitigate Risk.4

DMTR is a utility token designed to address four key requirements while unlocking the true 
potential of blockchain technologies.

We are committed to 
ecosystem privacy while 

maintaining reporting and 
auditing requirements.

Identities and identity 
validators are securely 

confirmed.

Participation in corporate 
innovation programs.

Deploying advanced 
KYC/AML tools.

Confidentiality Identity Governance Compliance
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Token Metrics

Sold to Public
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DMTR Token Distribution
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Listing Month 1 Month 2 Month 3

Market Cap $9,905,232 $13,156,340 $18,912,978 $27,534,841

Circulating Supply 0.83% 1.10% 1.58% 2.29%

DMTR Token Metrics

Total Supply 1,000,000,000

Allocated to Public 1.3%

Tokens Sold to Public 13,000,000

Public Soft Cap (USD) $2,000,000
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Private Sale Targets Token Sales

Strategic 1 5,555,556

Strategic 2 4,866,667

Private 1 1,431,000

Private 2 166,666

Private 3 16,647

Private 4 170,965

Private 5 578,692

IDO/IEO

Burning Drop (IEO) 250,000

DMTR Token Sales
Sales

$2,500,000

$2,190,000

$643,950

$116,666

$15,815

$205,158

$839,103

Price

$0.45

$0.45

$0.45

$0.70

$0.95

$1.20

$1.45

$1.20

Total Capital Raised $6,510,692 Total Tokens Sold 13,036,192

Dimitra Strategic Round 1 vesting is March, 2022.

Dimitra Strategic Round 2 vesting will be vested as follows:  15% of the total purchased vests 30 days post listing and then 5% per month vests for the next 17 months (18 month total).

The Dimitra token -DMTR is a utility token and is a deflationary ecosystem. Dimitra will have staking with a 13% APY.
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Dimitra Investors start at a 13% APY when they first stake their DMTR.

Should an investor unstake and choose to come back into the staking program the 
investor can earn the top APY rate back over 120 days.

DMTR Staking

APY Timeframe

6% 45 Days

9% 90 Days

13% 120 Days

After unstaking DMTR and then returning to stake:

● DMTR APY drops to 6% and will stay at 6% for 45 days.

● After 90 days, DMTR staking APY increases to 9%.

● After 120 days, APY increases to 13% and remains at 13%.
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Disclaimer

Certain statements herein may constitute forward-looking statements. When used herein, the words “may,” “will,” “should,” “project,” 
“anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “intend,” “expect,” “continue,” and similar expressions or the negatives thereof are generally intended 
to identify forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements, including the intended actions and performance objectives 
of Dimitra Incorporated involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other important factors that could cause the actual 
results, performance, or achievements of Dimitra Incorporated in its development of the system, network, its components, and the 
tokens to differ materially from any future results, performance, or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking 
statements. 

No representation or warranty is made as to future performance or such forward-looking statements. All forward-looking statements 
herein speak only as of the date hereof. Dimitra Incorporated expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any 
updates or revisions to any forward-looking statement contained herein to reflect any change in its expectation with regard thereto or 
any change in events, conditions, or circumstances on which any such statement is based. 

You are not to construe this metrics overview document as investment, legal, tax, regulatory, financial, accounting or other advice, and 
this is not intended to provide the basis for any evaluation of an investment in an interest. 

We cannot accept investments from the United States of America, Canada, North Korea, Syria or from individuals on the United 
Nations list of Specially Designated Nationals.
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